Interest in 3D video applications and systems is growing rapidly and technology is maturating. It is expected that multiview autostereoscopic displays will play an important role in home user environments, since they support multiuser 3D sensation and motion parallax impression. The tremendous data rate cannot be handled efficiently by representation and coding formats such as MVC or MPEG-C Part 3. Multiview video plus depth (MVD) is a new format that efficiently supports such advanced 3DV systems, but this requires high-quality intermediate view synthesis. For this, a new approach is presented that separates unreliable image regions along depth discontinuities from reliable image regions, which are treated separately and fused to the final interpolated view. In contrast to previous layered approaches, our algorithm uses two boundary layers and one reliable layer, performs image-based 3D warping only, and was generically implemented, that is, does not necessarily rely on 3D graphics support. Furthermore, different hole-filling and filtering methods are added to provide high-quality intermediate views. As a result, highquality intermediate views for an existing 9-view auto-stereoscopic display as well as other stereo-and multiscopic displays are presented, which prove the suitability of our approach for advanced 3DV systems.
INTRODUCTION
3D video (3DV) provides the viewer with a depth perception of the observed scenery. This is also referred to as stereo, which is, however, a term too restricted to the classical technology of using 2 videos. Recently, 3DV gains rapidly increasing attention spanning systems and applications from mobile phones to 3D cinema [1] . Technology is maturating covering the whole processing chain from camera systems to 3D displays. Awareness and interest are growing on consumer side, who wish to experience the extended visual sensation, as well as on business side including content providers, equipment producers, and distributors.
Creating a 3D depth impression requires that a viewer looking at a 3D display sees a different view with each eye. These views must correspond to images taken from different viewpoints with human eye distance. A 3D display emits two or more views at the same time and ensures that a viewer always sees such a stereo pair from a certain viewpoint [2] . Specific glasses based on anaglyph, polarization, or shutter technology were necessary to achieve this in the past but are today still appropriate for a wide range of applications. For instance, 3D cinema applications based on glasses (such as IMAX theatres) are well established. In a cinema theatre, the user is sitting in a chair without much possibility to move and is usually paying almost full attention to the presented movie. Wearing glasses is widely accepted in such a scenario and motion parallax is not a big issue. 3D cinema with display technology based on glasses is therefore expected to remain the standard over the next years. This market is expected to grow further and more and more movies are produced in 2D for classical cinema as well as in a 3D version for 3D-enabled theatres. It is expected that this will broaden awareness of users and with this also increase the acceptance and create demand for 3DV applications in the home.
In a living room environment, however, the user expectations are very different. The necessity to wear glasses is considered as a main obstacle for success of 3D video in home user environments. Now, this is overcome with multiview autostereoscopic displays [2] . Several images are emitted at the same time but the technology ensures that users only see a stereo pair from a specific viewpoint. 3D 2 EURASIP Journal on Image and Video Processing displays are on the market today that are capable of showing 9 or more different images at the same time, of which only a stereo pair is visible from a specific viewpoint. With this, multiuser 3D sensation without glasses is enabled, for instance, in a living room. A group of people may enjoy a 3D movie in the familiar sofa-TV environment without glasses but with all social interactions that we are used to. When moving around, a natural motion parallax impression can be supported if consecutive views are arranged properly as stereo pairs.
However, transmitting 9 or more views of the same 3D scenery from slightly different viewpoints to the home user is extremely inefficient. The transmission costs would not justify the additional value. Fortunately, alternative 3D video formats allow for reducing the raw data rate significantly. When using the multiview video plus depth (MVD) format only a subset M of the N display views is transmitted. For those M video streams, additional per-pixel depth data is transmitted as supplementary information. At the receiver depth-image-based rendering (DIBR) is applied to interpolate all N display views from the transmitted MVD data [3] . The advanced 3DV system concept based on MVD and DIBR is presented in more detail in Section 2.
The success of this concept relies on the availability of high-quality intermediate view synthesis algorithms. A general formulation of such DIBR or 3D warping is given in Section 3. DIBR is known to produce noticeable artifacts that especially occur along object boundaries with depth discontinuities. Section 4, therefore, introduces a novel DIBR algorithm, where depth discontinuities are treated in a layered approach with image regions marked as reliable and unreliable areas. Results and improvements over standard 3D warping are presented in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.
3D VIDEO SYSTEM CONCEPT
Multiview autostereoscopic displays support head motion parallax viewing and multiuser applications without the necessity to wear glasses. They are in the center of the advanced concept for 3D video home systems considered in this paper. High-resolution LCD screens with slanted lenticular lens technology as commercially available, for instance, from Philips [4] are capable of displaying 9 and more simultaneous views. The principle is illustrated in Figure 1 . At position 1, a user sees views 1 and 2 with right and left eyes, respectively, only. At another position 3, a user sees views 6 and 7, hence multi-user 3D viewing is supported.
Head motion parallax viewing can be supported as follows. If a user in Figure 1 moves from position 1 to position 2, views 2 and 3 are visible with the right and left eyes, respectively. If all views are properly arranged, that is, views 1 and 2, then views 2 and 3, and so on are stereo pairs with proper human eye distance baseline, then a user moving in front of such a 3D display system will perceive a 3D impression with head motion parallax. Disocclusions and occlusions of objects in the scenery will be perceived depending on their depth in the 3D scene. However, this effect will not be seamless but restricted to a number of predefined positions equal to N − 1 stereo pairs.
Thus, multiview autostereoscopic displays process N synchronized video signals showing the same 3D scene from slightly different viewpoints. Compared to normal 2D video, this is a tremendous increase of raw data rate. It has been shown that specific multiview video coding (MVC) including inter-view prediction of video signals taken from neighboring viewpoints can reduce the overall bit rate by 20% [5] , compared to independent coding of all video signals (simulcast). This means a reduction by 20% of the single video bit rate multiplied by N. For a 9-view display, MVC, therefore, still requires 7.2 times the corresponding single video bit rate. Such an increase is clearly prohibitive for the success of 3DV applications. Further, it has also been shown in [5] that the total bit rate of MVC increases linearly with N. Future displays with more views would, therefore, require even higher total bit rates. Finally, fixing the number of views in the transmission format as done with MVC does not provide sufficient flexibility to support any type of current and future 3D displays.
For 2-view displays (or small number of views displays), a different approach was demonstrated to provide both high compression efficiency as well as extended functionality. Instead of transmitting a stereo video pair, one video and an associated per-pixel depth map is used. The depth map assigns a scene depth value to each of the pixels of the video signal, and with that provides a 3D scene description. The depth map can be treated as monochromatic video signal and coded using available video codecs. This way video plus depth (V + D) is defined as 3DV data format [6] . A corresponding standard known as MPEG-C Part 3 has been recently released by MPEG [7, 8] . From decoded V + D, a receiver can generate a second video as stereo pair by DIBR. Experiments have shown that depth data can be compressed very efficiently in most cases. Only around 10-20% of the bit rate necessary for the corresponding color video are required to compress depth at a sufficient quality. This means that the final stereo pair rendered using this decoded depth is of same visual quality as if the 2 video signals were transmitted instead. However, it is known that DIBR introduces artifacts. Generating virtual views requires extrapolation of image content to some extent. From a virtual viewpoint, parts of the 3D scene may become visible that are occluded behind foreground objects in the available original video. If the virtual viewpoint is close to the original camera position (e.g., corresponding to V1 and V2 in Figure 1 ) masking of uncovered image regions works well with limited artifacts. Therefore, V + D is an excellent concept for 3D displays with a small number of views. However, with increasing distance of the virtual viewpoint also the extrapolation artifacts increase. The concept of V + D is, therefore, not suitable for 3DV systems with a large number of views and motion parallax support over a wide range.
In consequence, neither MVC nor V + D are useful for advanced 3D display systems with a large number of views. The solution presented here is the extension and combination to MVD as illustrated in Figure 1 . 9 views V1-V9 are displayed. Direct encoding with MVC would be
Decoded MVD data highly inefficient. Transmitting only one video with a depth map, for example, V5 + D5 would result in unacceptable quality of outer views. Using the MVD format, a subset of M = 3 views with depth maps is transmitted to the receiver. Intermediate views V2-V4 and V6-V8 are generated by DIBR. They are close enough to available original views to minimize extrapolation errors. Further, they can be interpolated from 2 directions (left and right neighbor views), thus the problem of uncovering can be widely minimized. For instance, regions to be generated for the virtual view that are occluded in the left view are very likely visible in the right view. However, there is still the possibility that parts are occluded in both original views and finally have to be extrapolated. This advanced 3DV system concept includes a number of sophisticated processing steps that are partially unresolved and still require research. Acquisition systems still have to be developed and optimized, which includes multicamera systems, possibly depth capture devices, as well as other types of maybe only supporting sensors and sources of information such as structured light [9, 10] . Sender side signal processing includes a lot of advanced algorithms such as camera calibration, color correction, rectification, segmentation as well as depth estimation or generation. The latter is crucial for DIBR since any error of depth estimation results in reduced quality of rendered output views. It is a topic widely studied in computer vision literature, which may include semiautomatic processing as well [11] [12] [13] [14] . Especially in depth estimation, the resulting depth maps exhibit errors at object boundaries with different depths. Usually, depth edges are smoothed such that a foreground-backgroundseparation cannot be applied properly. In such cases, depth enhancement is required for high-quality rendering, for example, depth edge amplification by high-pass filtering with additional color and depth edge alignment. In our approach, we only consider high-quality depth maps as input and part of an MVD data format. Optimum parameterization of the generic 3DV format still needs to be investigated, including the number of transmitted views with depth and the setting/spacing. Most efficient compression of the MVD data is still to be found, especially optimum treatment of depth. As usual, transmission issues have to be considered for different channels. Finally, after decoding, the N output views have to be rendered out of the decoded MVD data.
Here, high quality with few artifacts is crucial for the success of the whole concept. The rest of this paper presents an efficient solution for high-quality rendering at receiver side.
GENERAL FORMULATION OF DEPTH-BASED INTERMEDIATE VIEW SYNTHESIS
Within the 3DV framework, we assume a given input data in the form of color data l k , depth data d k and camera parameters for each original view k. This data may be provided by a capturing process for l k and an associated depth camera or depth estimation process for d k . For the latter, depth map improvement may be required as described above to provide sharply defined depth edges, required by our layered approach. As an example, the original views for the advanced 3DTV concept are shown in Figure 1 bottom for k ∈ {1, 5, 9}. Camera parameters for each original view k are given in the form of intrinsic parameters (focal length, sensor scaling, and principle point) in the intrinsic matrix K k and extrinsic parameters (rotation, translation) in the extrinsic matrix [R k |t k ] with rotation matrix R k and translation vector t k . They can be obtained by classical camera calibration algorithms [15] [16] [17] . Usually, extrinsic and intrinsic matrix are multiplied to obtain the projection matrix
which projects 3D world points into the image plane of original camera view k. Thus, an original view is given by
at each pixel position (u k , v k ).
The given framework provides a number of sparse original cameras, in the form of (1). The task of view synthesis is to provide dense intermediate views between any pair of adjacent original cameras. For the mathematic derivation of this interpolation process, two original views k and n are given according to (1) . For an arbitrary virtual view position between the two cameras, an interpolation parameter λ ∈ [0 · · · 1] is introduced, where λ = 0 refers to the first original viewing position, λ = 1 to the second, and λ = 0.5, for instance, defines the middle position. For the intermediate view l λ (u λ , v λ ), the associated intrinsic and extrinsic matrices are calculated first as follows:
Here, all parameters are linearly interpolated, except the parameters in the rotation matrix, where spherical linear interpolation [18] is used to preserve the matrix orthonormality. For this, the column vectors of both matrices R k and R n are interpolated separately to obtain the column vectors of 4 EURASIP Journal on Image and Video Processing R λ . This calculation is shown exemplary for the first column vector R λ (i, 1) of matrix R λ :
sin α i ,
For α i → 0, the associated column vectors are in parallel and the spherical linear interpolation simplifies to an ordinary linear interpolation. The other two column vectors are calculated accordingly. From the interpolated intrinsic and extrinsic matrices, the intermediate view projection matrix is calculated accordingly as follows:
Other methods calculate intermediate view projections from three independent original views based on tensor spaces [19] and disparity scaling [20] [21] [22] [23] k . This projection is ambiguous, since a single 2D pixel point from the camera plane is projected onto the straight line through the camera focal point and pixel position point. Therefore, the depth data d k (u k , v k ) is required to determine the exact 3D position. Often, depth data is provided in scaled and quantized form, such that the true values z k (u k , v k ) need to be obtained first. A typical scaling is inverse depth scaling with the following function [24] :
where the depth data d k (u k , v k ) was originally normalized to the range [0 · · · 1] and z k,near and z k,far are the minimum and maximum depth values of the 3D scene, respectively. In the next step, the 3D point is forward projected into the intermediate view. Combining both projections, the point-to-point homography can be written as follows:
Note that this notation differs from the general planeto-plane homography formulation, since the depth values z k and z λ are maintained in (5) for one-to-one mapping between 2D image plane and 3D world coordinates. This mapping is carried out for all pixel positions (u k , v k ) from view k. For obtaining the color value at a certain position
Next, the front-most pixel with minimum projected depth z min,λ,k is selected as follows:
Depending on the 3D scene structure, the number of pixels from view k that map onto position (u λ , v λ ) can vary and refer to the following cases:
(i) 0 pixel: disocclusion in intermediate view;
(ii) 1 pixel: regular projected content;
For the color projection, the associated position (u k,min , v k,min ) in the original view is required as follows:
This position finally determines the color contribution l λ,k (u λ , v λ ) from view k in the intermediate view:
The above process from (5) to (8) is repeated for view n to obtain the color contribution l λ,n (u λ , v λ ):
Combining the contributions in both views, the general intermediate view interpolation between original views k and n can be formulated as follows:
where the final color value l λ (u λ , v λ ) is interpolated from the two projected color values l k (u k,min , v k,min ) and l n (u n,min , v n,min ) with minimum projected depth values from both views. For real data this general mathematical description needs to be refined to account for incorrect input data, for example, erroneous depth values at object boundary pixels, as shown in Section 4.2. In the following implementation of layered intermediate view synthesis, we omit all pixel position indices (u, v) for color and depth data for simplification, if they do not differ from the general case, shown in Section 3.
IMPLEMENTATION OF LAYERED INTERMEDIATE VIEW SYNTHESIS
After specifying the general projection process in Section 3, the adaptation toward real data is described here. Please note that in classical 2D video applications backward projection is used, where for each target pixel in the intermediate image the corresponding source pixels in the original images are sought. In 3D, however, this process becomes very complex, since many pixels from very different regions of the original images may map onto the target pixel such that original images have to be searched entirely to identify all possible source pixels. Therefore, a forward projection is applied here and the introduced holes are filled appropriately. The 3DV concept presented in Section 2 relies on the availability of high-quality intermediate view synthesis algorithms at the receiver. Previous approaches on view synthesis have concentrated on simple concepts without adequate occlusion handling [20, [25] [26] [27] or generate a point-based representation [28] . However, interpolation artifacts may result in unacceptable quality. In the example in Figure 1 , for instance, from position 2 only virtual views are visible. A typical camera distance in a stereo setup is 5 cm. This means that original views V1 and V5 span 20 cm, a distance that is difficult to handle with DIBR. Severe artifacts are known to occur especially along object borders with large depth discontinuities. On the other hand, areas with smooth depth variations can be projected very reliably to virtual intermediate views. This implies separate processing of depth discontinuities and smooth depth regions. Depth discontinuities can be found easily within the depth images using edge detection algorithms. Hence, our view synthesis process consists of three parts: layer extraction (edge detection and separation into reliable and boundary regions), layer projection (separate DIBR of regions and fusion), and intermediate view enhancement (correction, cleanup, and filtering). An overview of the process is shown in Figure 2 . Input data for our method are original color and per-pixel depth data. The solid arrows represent color processing, while dashed arrows show depth processing or depth data usage for projection or edge detection purposes. From the depth information, the layers are extracted along the significant depth discontinuities, as described in Section 4.1. In the next stage in Figure 2 The idea to work with a layered approached was already investigated in [29] for the application of free viewpoint navigation, where a boundary layer of a certain width along significant depth discontinuities was extracted. In our approach, we further improved this idea. Moreover, while the approach in [29] operates with geometric primitives (triangles) for rendering, supported by 3D graphics functions, our approach was generically implemented as an image-based 3D warping process. Thus, we can actively control the different interpolation functions that occur in the view synthesis.
In computer graphics, such projection methods are sometimes implemented as point splat algorithms, where each pixel is defined as a 3D sphere with a certain radius, controlled by the point splat function. In such applications, interpolation and small hole filling are carried out automatically around each pixel, depending on the applied point splat function. Usually, this function is defined globally for an image, such that different requirements on hole filling and interpolation cannot be addressed. Therefore, we decided to use classical image-based interpolation algorithms to solve these problems and to improve the visual quality of synthesized views as described in Section 3.
Layer extraction
In the first part of the rendering approach, we distinguish between reliable and unreliable depth regions in the original views. The areas along object boundaries are considered unreliable, since boundary samples usually have mixed foreground/background colors and can create artifacts after projection into novel views. Further, errors from depth estimation mainly distort object boundaries. Therefore, similar to [29] , significant depth discontinuities are detected to create main and boundary layers. For this, we use a Canny edge detector [30] with a content-adaptive significance threshold (110 in our experiments) operating on the depth images and mark a 7-sample-wide area as unreliable along the detected edges. The significance threshold value was found experimentally for the used test sets to give the best results in finding true depth edges. Since test data with appropriate depth maps is still very limited, further investigations on automatic threshold selection can only be carried out in the future, if more test data becomes available.
In contrast to [29] , the unreliable area is split into a foreground and background boundary layers, as shown in Figure 3 as black and white areas, respectively, to allow different processing.
Layer projection
The layer projection extends the general formulation of depth-based intermediate view synthesis, presented in Section 3. This second part of the processing chain is the main block of the view synthesis algorithm. Inputs are a left and a right original images, associated depth maps, associated camera calibration information, the interpolation parameter λ ∈ [0 · · · 1], all presented in Section 3, and associated label information as shown in Figure 3 . Differently labeled regions from both input images are projected to the virtual view position separately and the results are fused following depth ordering and reliability criteria.
Following the general approach, presented in Section 3, both main layers are projected into separate color or color buffers l 1 and l 2 , using the corresponding floating-point real depth data z 1 and z 2 . From this, a common main layer l M,λ is created by varying the general interpolation formula (10) as follows:
where ε represents a significance value, which was set to 1.0 for the experiments and z λ,1 and z λ,2 represent the projected depth values with respect to the intermediate view. These projected depth values are used to decide on the depth ordering of both color values. The method in (11) guarantees that either the front-most sample from each view is used, or both samples are λ-interpolated, if they have similar projected depth values. The interpolation further reduces possible illumination differences between the original views and provides smooth transition when navigating from one original camera view to the other. A resulting common main layer is shown in Figure 4 . The interpolation process (11) also creates a common floating-point depth buffer z M,λ :
In the next step, the foreground boundary layers l F,1 and l F,2 are projected and a common layer for color l F,λ and floatingpoint depth z F,λ is created similar to the main-layer method, described in (12) . Then, the common main and foreground boundary layers are merged as follows:
Here, only a simple depth test is used. The front-most sample from either layer is taken, which is mostly the foreground boundary sample. Besides the new common color layer l FM,λ , the associated depth layer z FM,λ is created similarly to (12) . In the last step of the projection process, the background boundary layers l B,1 and l B,2 are projected to l B,λ and merged with l FM,λ :
to create the final color or color l λ and depth z λ similar to (12) . The background layer information l B,λ is only used to fill empty regions in the intermediate view. Since the common main layer l FM,λ already covers most of the samples around foreground objects, as can be seen in Figure 4 , only few background boundary samples are used and thus the color-distorted samples at object boundaries from the original views are omitted. Those are known to create corona-like artifacts within background regions using simple 3D warping algorithms, which is avoided by our layered approach with 2 different kinds of boundary layers. The result after layer projection is shown in Figure 5 .
Intermediate view enhancement
The last part of our algorithm provides postprocessing after layer projection and includes correction, cleanup, and This results in artifacts as shown in Figure 6 , left, where background samples shine through the foreground object. Such artifacts are detected by finding depth values that are significantly larger than both neighboring values in horizontal, vertical, or diagonal directions:
This refers to background pixels within a foreground region. From the directional significance values, the maximum value g max is calculated as follows:
If g max exceeds a specific threshold (40 in our experiments), the color value l λ (u λ , v λ ) is substituted by the median value of neighboring color values assuming that they have correct depth values assigned. The correction of such an artifact is also shown in Figure 6 , left. Again, the specific threshold was determined experimentally and future investigations have to be carried out if new test data becomes available. The second type of holes includes larger missing areas. They either occur due to erroneous depth values, or are areas that become visible in the intermediate view, while being occluded in both original views. Such larger holes are currently filled linewise with neighboring available background information, as shown in Figure 6 , middle. Here, the two corresponding depth values at the two-hole boundary pixel are analyzed to find background color samples to extrapolate into the hole region. This simple constant-color extrapolation of the background pixel leads to better results, than an unconstrained linear interpolation between both values. Often, one of the hole boundary pixels belongs to the foreground object and its color value would lead to color bleeding into the hole. This approach leads to good filling results for missing areas due to depth errors. In cases of fillings for disocclusions, sometimes both hole boundary pixels are foreground pixels and the foreground color is incorrectly extrapolated into the background hole.
Here, one of the fundamental problems of view interpolation from sparse views occurs, which are disocclusions in intermediate views, where no original information is available in any view. For this, no general solution exists. In some cases, hole filling algorithms could be extended into the temporal dimension to hope for additional data in previous or future frames, if a foreground object has moved enough to reveal required background information. However, since the degree of motion cannot be predicted, this approach has limitations and was not considered for our implemented method.
Finally, foreground objects are low-pass filtered along the edges to provide a natural appearance, as shown in Figure 6 , right. In the original views, object boundary samples are a color mixture of foreground-background due to initial sampling and filtering during image capturing. In the rendered intermediate views of our layered approach, these mixed color samples are often excluded in order to avoid corona artifacts in background areas. Consequently, some foreground-background boundaries look unnaturally sharp, as if foreground objects were artificially inserted into the scene. Therefore, the above-mentioned Canny edge detection filter [30] is applied to the final depth information z λ of the intermediate view to detect edges with depth gradients |∇z λ | above the Canny significance threshold η (η = 50 in our experiments). Then, the color buffer is convolved with an averaging three-tap low-pass filter in both spatial directions at corresponding significant depth edges to provide a more natural appearance:
Additionally, the filtering helps to reduce remaining artifacts along depth discontinuities.
VIEW SYNTHESIS EXAMPLES
A resulting intermediate view after all processing steps is shown in Figure 7 . Here, the middle view between two original cameras was synthesized, that is, λ = 0.5, which corresponds to a physical distance of 1 cm to both original cameras in this case. The virtual view is of excellent quality without visible artifacts.
Details of rendered views are shown in Figure 8 . The top row shows examples of standard 3D warping without the specific layer projection steps introduced in Section 4. Corona artifacts occur at foreground/background boundaries. Some dark foreground pixels are mistakenly added to lighter background areas, resulting in typical coronatype additional contours around objects. Such artifacts can change over time, resulting in very annoying effects within the rendered video. This can make the whole concept of 3DV unacceptable. The bottom row in Figure 8 shows the corresponding rendering details using our improvements to the 3D warping process as introduced in Section 4. Corona artifacts are widely removed. With minimum artifacts of individual images, also the video quality is significantly increased, thus our views synthesis algorithm is capable of forming the basis for the advanced 3DV concept based on MVD.
Further comparisons, for example, with the method from [29] are only limited, since for this method, no results for the Ballet sequence are available. For the Breakdancers sequence, the interpolation quality seems to be equal, although different algorithms were applied. In our approach, we used a fixed boundary layer width, while in [29] , complex alpha matting is used to deal with semitransparent areas. Also no hole filling was applied in [29] , such that a comparison is difficult. Future test data with complex depth structure will show whether one method has advantages over the other. Currently, we achieve very good visual results with our synthesis method.
The purpose of the view interpolator is to create N input views for a 3DV system out of M views plus depth of an MVD representation. One example is the Philips auto-stereoscopic display, where 9 views with eye-distance (approx. 5 cm) are required as input. For such a setup, as illustrated in Figure 1 , five of the resulting nine views are shown in Figure 9 for the Ballet and Breakdancers datasets. The camera spacing of these datasets is 20 cm. Three intermediate views with λ = {1/4, 1/2, 3/4} have been created between two original cameras. The leftmost and rightmost images in Figure 9 are original views. The three images inbetween are virtual views not exhibiting any artifacts. Pairwise stereoscopic views are available to support motion parallax and 3D depth impression.
CONCLUSIONS
An advanced system for 3DV based on MVD is presented in this paper. It efficiently supports auto and multiview stereoscopic displays. This latter type of 3D displays enables multiuser 3DV sensation in a living room environment without the necessity to wear glasses, but with motion parallax impression and full social interaction. MVD can serve as a generic format for 3DV in this concept as it has clear advantages over alternative concepts based on MVC or MPEG-C Part 3 in terms of data rate, quality, and functionality. This concept, however, integrates a number of sophisticated processing steps that partially still require research. Among those, high-quality intermediate view synthesis is crucial to make this concept feasible. It is known that such algorithms may introduce annoying artifacts along depth discontinuities. Therefore, the approach presented here separates input images in reliable and unreliable areas based on edge detection in high-quality depth images, since these edges correspond to depth discontinuities. Reliable and unreliable image areas are treated separately and the results are merged depending on reliability criteria. Specific postprocessing algorithms are introduced to further enhance rendered view quality. This includes different hole-filling approaches as well as a final smoothing filter along depth discontinuities in the rendered views to reduce remaining artifacts. A position-dependent blending factor is used to weight contributions from different input images. The presented results show that the processing in layers taking reliability information along depth discontinuities into account significantly reduces rendering artifacts. Corona artifacts that frequently occur with standard 3D warping are widely eliminated. High-quality intermediate views are generated with the presented algorithm. With this, an important building block within the advanced 3DV concept for MVD is shown to be available. Besides further optimization, our future work will include development of all other building blocks such as acquisition, depth estimation, coding, and transmission as well as the final system integration.
